
DEPOT CLOUD SOLUTIONS

Maximize the uptime and 
optimize the charging and cost 
control of your electrified fleet

Efficient e-depots need a comprehensive approach to managing their operation and costs.  

Our DepotFinity cloud-based solutions offerings provide everything you need to operate, protect 

and maintain your charging infrastructure at the highest performance level and to ensure 

cost-effective scheduling of charging operations. Our DepotFinity solutions and ecosystem of 

partners allow you to easily manage your charging infrastructure, including remote diagnostics, 

detailed reporting, operational planning and scheduling with one, simple user interface.   

usa.siemens.com/depotcloudsolutions
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Choosing the right 
plan for you 

Choose which connect or control option works 
best for your operations.

Connect allows you to always stay informed with live monitoring of charging 

operations, reporting, automated notifications, remote resets, smart 

charging using advanced load management techniques and seamless 

integration of the charging management system with your operations use 

REST API interfaces.

Control offers you everything with Connect as well as the ability to easily 

integrate with microgrid controllers, reduce energy costs by moving charging 

schedules from on-peak electricity times to off-peak times, reduce grid 

connection by sharing power between chargers and over periods of time and 

use AI enabled adaptive optimization to ensure the charging schedule is 

optimal.

Monitor live charger status to stay informed at all times

Use dashboard view to see current eBus charging status

Use KPI reporting features to gain insights into charging operations



 Reporting & Monitoring

View dashboards for all charging operations in a single application.

• Live monitoring of charger status and performance

• Detailed troubleshooting views

• Reports and statistics

• Export records via API

 Remote reset

Reduce maintenance visits and 

safeguard your charging schedule 

by clearing charger faults and 

r  esetting/rebooting your chargers 

remotely.

 API integration

Seamlessly integrate your e-depot operation 

with your charging management systems, 

telematics  partners and others via  

application programming interfaces (API).

 Automated notifications

Manage incidents end to end with event-driven  

notifications that can be integrated into  

existing operation systems.

• In-app notifications and  

email alerts

• Export details via API

 Smart charging

Control your chargers to manage, shave  

and distribute your e-depot’s load.

• Load-shaving between chargers

• Preset maximum power levels for  

charger groups

• Preset power constraints for control  

groups (hourly/daily/weekly)

• Prioritization algorithms (first-in-first-out, 

first-in-last-out, SPLIT, round-robin)

Our depot cloud-based solutions help you maximize your uptime while reducing  
CAPEX and OPEX. Depot CONNECT lets you benefit from enhanced operational  
transparency, reduced energy costs, increased availability and smooth integration.

 DIGITAL SOLUTIONS FOR RELIABLE E-DEPOT MANAGEMENT

All operating data and charge 
control at your fingertips

User

KPIs/trends/ 
roll-ups/insights

Instant alarms/ 
notifications

API

SAP

…

…
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Depot CONNECT provides the right charging algorithms regardless of the layout of 

your e-depot. FIFO, FILO, SPLIT or round-robin – the algorithms ensure that a given 

maximum power capacity is never exceeded and the available power is dynamically 

distributed to all connected vehicles.

Dynamic scheduling of charging operations Prioritization 
 algorithms help  
you organize the 
charging of your  
fleet.

Without SMART CHARGING, the charging 

operations are uncontrolled and start 

whenever buses are plugged. This results 

in power peaks above the depot’s  

maximum power capacity.

Depot CONNECT allows the user  

to set power limits for charger groups;  

in other words, load-shaving.

Load-shaving with Depot CONNECT Smart charging 
approach to protect 
the power capacity  
of your e-depot.
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flattens the peaks to reduce power demands and protect the infrastructure.

Without SMART CHARGING, the charging 

 operations are uncontrolled and start 

whenever buses are plugged. This results 

in power peaks when electricity is  

expensive.

Depot CONNECT allows the user to  

set power limits for charger groups;  

in other words, load-shifting. This moves 

the demand for electricity to times when 

consumption is less  expensive, reducing 

the operational costs for the fleet.

Load-shifting with Depot CONNECT Smart charging 
approach to reduce  
the energy costs 
of your e-depot.

shifts power demand from time periods when electricity is expensive to time periods when 
electricity is cheap
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Complementing our cloud-based solutions in the Depot CONNECT package,  
Depot CONTROL puts energy-efficient and dynamic optimization of e-fleet charging  
at your fingertips.

 DIGITAL SOLUTIONS FOR BEST-IN-CLASS DEPOT EFFICIENCY

Adaptive charging control  
based on schedule, power 
constraints and energy prices

Use our CONTROL package to…

Reduce demand 

charges, which are 

typically based on 

the maximum 

power consumption 

of your depot and 

can account for 

more than 50 

percent of your 

electricity bill.

Reduce energy 

costs by shifting 

the power 

consumed for 

charging from 

on-peak to off-peak 

times.

Reduce capital 

expenditure by 

optimizing the  

power level with 

tailored integration  

of the all-electrical  

infrastructure.

AI-enabled  

adaptive  

optimization ensures 

that your charging 

schedule is optimal 

24/7.

50%50% 50% 24/7

Live monitoring 

of depot status

• Any late buses?

• Any faulty chargers?

• Any excess energy use?

Dynamic optimization 

by continuously replanning

the charge schedule

MONITOR 
operations

REPLAN  
in real time

Static optimization  

for the day ahead

PLAN AHEAD
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While smart charging reduces the electricity 
cost and ensures the required state of charge 
of your fleet, AI-driven optimization provides 
the right energy at the required charging 
time at a reduced cost and reduced power 

demand – per vehicle.  
When combined, the individually optimized 
charging profiles deliver the best possible 
power point and/or energy cost.

Charge planning with Depot CONTROL Combine optimized 
smart charging  
with AI-driven 
scheduling

Depot CONTROL shows you live if and  
when your vehicles return on schedule  
to the correct parking positions and with the 
planned charge status. At the same time, it 
keeps an eye on the state of your chargers 

and on any changes in energy prices or 
power constraints. This means that you can 
modify and optimize your charge plan in a 
timely manner, if required.

Coming soon: Our Depot CONTROL  
package will also support you with a self-
learning feature that helps you adapt your 
charge plan in real time based on the current 
status of operations. 

This means that you can continuously  
optimize the schedule of your chargers  
so that the depot is always operating  
at the lowest possible cost/power ratio.

Continuous live monitoring of the charge status

Dynamic replanning based on the actual situation Optimize your  
charge plan  
using adaptive  
self-learning

Make sure your 
charge plan works  
as expected –  
at any time

vs.

But vehicle can be replanned 
to maintain power limits and 
vehicle mission needs

Late vehicle  
means less  
power needed

Replanned  
charger  
schedule
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Why Depot Control

Siemens make-ready electric infrastructure for low, medium and high voltage installations.

SICHARGE UC plug-in chargers starting at 150 kW to 450 kW with sequential 
charging for up to four dispensers.



Smart Infrastructure intelligently connects energy systems, 

buildings and industries, enhancing the way we live and  

work to significantly improve efficiency and sustainability.

We work together with customers and partners to create  

an ecosystem that both intuitively responds to the needs of 

people and helps customers achieve their business goals.

It helps our customers to thrive, communities to progress  

and supports sustainable development to protect our planet for 

the next generation.

Creating environments that care.
siemens.com/smart-infrastructure 
siemens.com/evdepot-digital

Legal Manufacturer

Siemens Industry, Inc. 
3617 Parkway Ln 
Peachtree Corners, GA 30092 
United States of America

Telephone: +1 (855) 950-6339 or (800) 333-7421  
www.usa.siemens.com/createcase for service   
questions or inquiries 
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technical options only and its effectiveness will be subject to 
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